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Abstract. The occultationradiometerORA wasdesigned
to performmeasurements
of Oa, NO2 , H20, numberdensity,and aerosolextinctionaltitude profilesin the
Earth's atmospherethroughthe occultationmethodviewingthe full solar disk.
The experiment was mounted on the EURECA satellite and measured the relative

transmission
of light duringabout7000orbitalsunsets
andsunrises
fromAugust
11, 1992,to May 13, 1993. The spatial inversionalgorithmdevelopedto retrieve
the total extinction altitude profilesfrom these data is describedhere. It is shown

that the signalmeasuredby an instrumenthavinga large field of view can be
successfully
processedto give a muchbetter altitude resolutionthan the one related
to the angular size of the Sun. The main difficultiesconcernthe inclusionof all
refractive effects, the application of a new inversionschemeand its associated

mappingstrategyto refinethe aerosollayer detection.The algorithmappliesto
fully nonlinearoccultationexperiments
requiringglobaland nonheuristic
inversion
schemes.

1.

Introduction

was accompanied by an infrared radiometer designed

by the Departmentfor Atmospheric,Oceanicand PlanIn recentyears,diverseremotesensingmethods,e.g., etary Physicsof the University of Oxford to measure

SAGE [Mauldinel al., 1985],HALOE [Russellet al.,
upperatmospheric
watervapor [Calcuttet al., 1993].
1993],CLAES[Rocheel al., 1993],havebeendeveloped The ORA instrument has been described elsewhere

for the measurement

of minor constituent

and aerosol

[Arijs et al., 1995]. Briefly,it consists
of eightindependentradiometers
of similardesign,eachcontaining
borne instruments. One approach,the occultation techa quartz window, an interferencefilter, and a simple
niqueor limb tomography[Rob&andHays,1972],re- optics followed by a photodiode detector. The nomiverticalprofilesin the Earth's atmospherefrom space-

lies upon measurementof the relative transmissionof

nal operating wavelength of the modules and the re-

the light emittedby an extraterrestrial
source(usually lated atmosphericmajor constituentsare summarized
the Sun) throughthe atmosphereas the satelliteen- in Table 1. From August 1992 to May 1993 the instruters or leavesthe Earth'sshadowalongits orbit (see ment measured about 7000 sunrises and sunsets from
Figure1). Besidesthe possibilityof workingwith high its quasi-circularorbit at an altitude of 508 km.

spectral selectivity, the method has a fundamental adThe low-orbitinclinationof thesatellite(28ø) limited
vantage: it is self-calibrating,i.e., the the information the latitude coverage
between40øSand 40øN. Owing
is extractedfrom the relative intensity with respectto to the minimal accelerationlevel requirementsof the
the unattenuated intensity.
carrier, mainly dedicatedto microgravitystudies,and

The EuropeanRetrievableCarrier(EURECA) satel- to the powerand weightconstraints
, no Sun-pointing
lite waslaunched
by the European
SpaceAgency(ESA) or scanningsystemcoupledwith a telescopewas intein July 1992 for a 1-yearmission.For this mission,the gratedto the ORA instrument.Instead,its lineof sight
BelgianInstitute for SpaceAeronomydevelopeda sim- was alignedwith the opticalaxis of the Sun-tracking
ple UV-visibleradiometer(namedORA for "Occulta- systemof the satellite, whichhad a pointingaccuracy
tion RAdiometer")for the purposeof measuringOa, of only I ø. Therefore,to guaranteea full view of the
NO2, H20 and aerosolextinction altitude profiles. It

uleswaschosen.This meansthat the angularextension
of the sampledatmosphericregionduringthe occultation wasdefinedby the apparentangularsizeof the Sun
itself(about0.5ø, representing
25 km alongthe vertical
direction).
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where s is the length element along the optical path
crossingthe atmosphereand/3x is the total attenuation
coefficientwhich is supposedto be only a function of the
local altitude z . This coefficientcan be decomposedin
contributions of different scatterers or absorbers, dependingon the channelnominal wavelength:

__f4Rayleigh
+ •erosol

...

(2)

wherethe superscript"Rayleigh"refers[o the molecular
light scatteringby the air.
Considering[ha• •he instrument collectsrays coming from the whole solar disk, we obtain for the total
relative signal at wavelengthA

Sx(h)
- faW(•)
Tx[h(•)]
d• (3)

Figure 1. Simplified
viewof theoccultation
geometry

for the ORA experiment.Without atmosphere,a cen- Here • representsthe solid angle domain spannedby
tral ray(dashed
line)wouldgrazetheEarth'ssurfacethe apparent Sun, while W(•) expressesthe relative
at a lower altitude than the true refracted ray. Note light distributionacrossthe solardisk. The to•al meathat raysemittedfromthe top of the Sunare lessre- suredsignalis finally obtainedthroughintegrationover
fracted than those emitted from the bottom, resulting
the wavelengthbandwidth of the filter to includefilter
in an inhomogeneous
Sunflattening.
characteristics and detector sensitivity as well as the
solar spectral distribution'

Any occultation experiment has to face the so-called
inverseproblem of retrieving the attenuation altitude
profile that gave rise to the measuredsignal. In particular, O RA had a low spatialresolution,theoretically
compensated,however,by a very large signal to noise
ratio. This peculiarsituation made it a challengeto
construct a fast and robust algorithm capable of reconstructingthe number density altitude profiles. The
inverseproblem can be divided into two parts. The
spatial inversion concernsthe retrieval of the total extinction

coefficient as a function

of altitude

from the

measuredsignals. On the other hand, the spectral inversion deals with the retrieval

of the constituent

num-

•

(4)

There i• a •imple relation between •he a•enuafion
coe•cien• for a particular consfi•uen•X a• wavelength

• and•henumberdensity•[x] of •hisconstituent'

where ax is the effective total crosssection for the considered attenuation process. It is very important to
note that the latter relation is not true for aerosols,for
which it is well known that the particle size distribution

is broad. The aerosolscatteringcrosssectionwhich is
ber densities,at eachaltitude, usingthe total extinction clearly dependenton the particle typical size r (for a
coefficientsin all channelssimultaneously.
givenshapeand chemicalcomposition)can be written
The purpose of this paper is to outline the different as
problems encounteredin the data reduction and to explain the principlesof the new spatial inversionmethod
we developedto this end. As is explained below the
wheredn•rø•øl/drstandsfor the aerosolsizefuncspectral inversion schemewill be described in a forthtion.
comingpaper.

=

2. Formulation of the Signal

relation between the time and the trajectory of a ray

issuedfrom a particularpoint on the Sun and passing
abovethe Earth's surfaceat an altitude h. In the single

scatteringregimeand for monochromatic
radiationat
wavelength
A the transmittedrelativeintensitythrough
the atmosphereis

)

fix{z[s(h)]}ds
1

d•Aerosol

Table 1. Major Light Absorbersat the Different UV-

At any moment during the occultationand for a
weaklyrefractingatmospherethere existsa one-to-one

Tx(h) - exp -

•

(1)

Visible

Channels

A, nm

Predominant
Constituent

259
340
385
435
442
600
943
1013

03, air
air, aerosols
aerosols, NO2
aerosols, NO2
aerosols, NO2
Os, aerosols
H20, aerosols
aerosols
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density derivation presupposesboth an optical model

(like Mie scattering)and the knowledge
of the particle
size distribution.

3. Optical Computations
3.1. Ray Tracing

From equation(1) it is evidentthat the first task
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The wholeprocedurewasrepeatedfor about 100orbit
positionsoccupiedduringthe occultationandproduced
a 2 M-byte opticalsegmentfile to be passedto the spatial inversionmodule.In view of the high computation
cost and the quite large angularextensionof the Sun,
we decidedto neglectboth the chromaticrefraction effectsand the actual atmospherestatusalongthe trajectory. The refractivityaltitude profilewascomputed
with Edlen'sformula [Edlen,1953]usinga meanwavelengthof 600 nm and the U.S. StandardAtmosphere
(1976). Numericalverifications
haveshownthat the error introducedon grazingaltitudes was lessthan i km.
This shouldbe takeninto accountwhenevaluatingthe
final accuracyof the retrievedaltitude profiles.
When dividing the Sun into slices, we must take

of the retrieval procedurewas to compute the optical
path associatedwith all detectedsolar rays. This is a
simplejob only for grazingheightsabove40 km, where
refraction by the Earth's atmospherebecomesnegligible. Starting from astronomicalephemeridesand the
measuredsatellite state vectorin a geocentricreference into account the nonuniform contributions of the slices
frame,the geometrical
grazingheightg (i.e., definedby acrossthe solar disk. The first effect is, of course,the

the straightline joining the Sun and the detector)is
computedby consideringthe Earth as a standardellipsoid. At the grazingpoint the surfaceof the Earth is
approximatedby a spheretangentto the ellipsoidwith
the same curvature.

It is clearthat the gradientof refractionindex (proportionalto air density)is muchmoreimportantalong

relative surface of each slice. The second effect is the

solarlimb darkeningthat has beenintegratedfor each
wavelength[Allen,1985],[J. Sauval,privatecommunication,1994].
3.2.

Refractive

Effects

Refractionin the atmosphereactually producessevthe local vertical than along any orthogonal direction. eral effectsin an occultationexperiment. Refractionnot
It is a goodapproximationto considerthat the refrac- onlyincreases
the true grazingheighth up to 14km (for

tion indexN(R) hasonlya radialdependence
andthat
the light trajectory lies in the refractionplane containing the emitter Sun point, the center of the approximatingsphereand the satellite. The ray path obeysthe
followingdifferentialequation [Born and Wolf,1993]

a tangentgeometrical
path), but it alsobendsthe rays
(up to 10 i.e., twicethe Sun'sdiameter),shiftingthe
occultationtime period(up to 20 s) beforegeometrical sunriseor after geometricalsunset. Furthermore,
the optical path length is increasedin the absorbing
medium.

a0=

-

The atmospherecan be viewedas a kind of diverging
(7) lens
[Garriott,1979]wherethe bendingof the raysin-

creases
(however,not linearly)asthey get closerto the

where 0 is the polar angle in the refraction plane and
surface.The imageof the Sun through the atmosphere
the turning point is definedby dR/dO= 0. Bouguer's
is consequentlyaffectedby refractionbecauserays comlaw expressesthe momentum conservationas
ing from the "bottom" are more refracted than those
comingfrom the "top", which resultsin Sun flattening

II x N

11-const

(8)

(typicalvaluesare 15% at 30 km, 38% at 20 km, and
69% at 10 km). Sunflatteningis alsoassociated
with a

where
• istheunitary
vector
tangent
tothetrajectory.
lessintuitive phenomenon: the refractive dilution effect.
Consequently,the angle defining the penetration of a
ray in the atmospheredeterminesthe value of K, which
in turn, determinesthe grazing altitude.
We recognizehere a boundary value problem because
the positionof the satellite is known but not the angle
under which the ray enters the instrument. Therefore
the full problem has been solvediteratively by a shooting method using a classicalRunge-Kutta schemewith

variablestepsizeto integrate(7) [Presset al., 1992].
The solution trajectory was recorded as an array of
optical segments.It has been chosento divide the Sun
disk into horizontal slicesto representits angular extension, assumingthat refraction acts uniformly in the
orthogonaldirection to the refraction plane. A division
of 20 sliceswas found to give a sufficient accuracyin

the angularintegration(see3).

We want to give here an approximate descriptionof
the latter effect, assumingan infinitely thin atmosphere

(in the refractionplane). This is a reasonable
assumption in view of the distance between the satellite

and the

grazingpoint (~ 2500km) andalsobecause
of the exponential decayof the air densitywith a 7-km scaleheight.
This is equivalentto recognizingthat most of the refraction occursin a narrow regionaroundthe grazingpoint.
For the sakeof simplicity, we also considera unidimen-

sionalSun (seeFigure2). A ray emittedfrom the Sun
point Y can be representedby a straight line having a
slopeM until it crossesthe atmosphereat x = 0, where
refraction takes place. The refracted ray reachesthe
satellite with a different slope m, given by

,.(z) =

+

(9)
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leading to

(plane x=0)

C

L1
fr,•
•L + 1- dY

(16)

dz

When Y is varying and y is constant,the total differ-

entialof (12) is

(L + 1)dz- I dr + L I d[Am(z)]

(17)

Combining
nowequations
(16) and (17), we getfor •,
I

L

(I)- T

-2•-dr - -•-Az

(18)

Figure 2. Unidimensionalmodel for refractive dilution. Rays are emitted from the Sun at x - L, while refraction is assumedto occur at the grazingpoint x - 0.
Trajectories are bent with a slopechangedependingon
the local altitude z. The ray pencilshit the satellite
plane at x = -1

where z is the altitude of the crossing. Considering

the Sun-Earthand Earth-satellitedistances(L and l,
respectively),
we have

m-

4. Spatial Inversion Problem
Inspectionof equations(1)-(4) showsthat it is not
possibleto directly separatethe differentextinction co-

r-z

M-

This meansthat the energyflux reachingthe detector
will be proportional to the apparent size of the source
for the above-mentionedhypothesis. The effect is far
from being negligible,in view of the importanceof the
Sun flattening, and we have correctedthe transmission
signalfor eachSun slice.

L
z-y

as expressed
by equation(2) by taking the
(10) efficients
logarithmof the relative transmissionto get the optical
thickness. This is only allowed for instruments hav-

I

(L + 1)z - L y + 1r + L 1Am(z)

(11) ing a field of view much smaller than the Sun angular
(12)

The energyflux (I)hitting a planecontainingthe satellite andorthogonalto the refractionplaneis equalto the
sum of the fluxescontainedin all pencilsof rays emitted
from the Sun and reachingan infinitesimallength ele-

sizeandfor whichthe W(fl) functionlookslike a Dirac
delta function. This is a real problem becausedifferent constituentshave different contributionsat separate
wavelengths,asfor instance,air densityor aerosol.Furthermore,the relative importanceof thesecontributions
may vary with altitude. It wouldhencebe unrealisticto

ment Ay centeredon y. If M + and M- are the slopes develop,in the caseof ORA, an algorithmcapableof retrievingthe altitudeextinctionprofiles("spatialinverfrom Y and if[ M [• 1, the energyflux containedin sion") and simultaneously
the associated
constituents
thispencilis clearlyproportional
to (M + -M-), and ("spectralinversion").
of the extreme rays falling on Ay for the pencil emitted

the total flux is

Accordinglywe decidedto performthe spatial inversion first, as it is describedin this paper, being aware
that high inversionresidualscould impair spectralinAy--,.O
Ay
versionfor minor constituents. On the other hand, this
dichotomymakesthe spatial resolutionanalysiseasier,
Oy--'•'
while the full spectralinversionalgorithm can be tackwhere C is an appropriate constant factor and the led independentlyafterward.
Becauseof the nonlinearity of the spatial inversion
bounds Y• and Y2 define the solar disk. Keeping Y
and
the consequentuse of iterative methods until confixed for awhile, we have
vergence,the globality of the obtained solutionshould
OM
- 1 Oz
(14) alwaysbe investigated.This meansthat the robustness
Oylr
œ Oylr
of the algorithm has to be checkedagainstthe firstguessprofile choiceand the influenceof outlying data
where y is the satellite position on a screenwhere we points. As a systematic,although vague, criterion, we
want to evaluate the solar flux. On the other hand, it always required the solution to be not too far from exfollowsfrom (12) that
pected.This somewhatarbitrary choiceis nothingmore
than the use of a priori information that is unavoidable
in solving this kind of problem, for which there are no

ß - lim
[C
ff2(M+-M-)dY
-[Cf•20MdY[

(13)

Oz= 1+LL+ 1I+LL dAm(z)
Oz (15)theorems
Oy[y
dz Oy[¾

about the number

of solutions.
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and instrument spectral function. The expansion is
truncated after I terms without problems if the con-

orbit (typicalby Ah •_ i km) dueto the largefield of vergence
rate is fast enough(I = 10 wasfoundto be a
view of the instrument. This causesa systematic ill- safevalueto ensureconvergence).
The orthonormality
conditioning
(in linearor nonlinearproblems)because property is related to the scalar product
eachmeasurementis closeto the precedingone and can
only bring new information if the signal to noise ratio is high. Indeed, the angular integration smooths
the altitude profile structuresout, but the signal gets
where w(z) is the weightfunction [Abramowitzand
higher so that its derivativesmay contain signaturesof
Stegun,1972].
these structures. The true spatial resolution of ORA
The third and subtlest idea of the method was to exfor the total attenuation profile is therefore determined
ploit the fact that, amongthe infinite classof orthogonal

not onlyby the fieldof view(poor),but alsoby the sig- polynomialsetsdefinedby a w(z) function,a privileged
nal to noiseratio (good,because
the wholesolardiskis choice could be
seen)and alsoby the profilemorphology
itself(smooth
for air, sharpfor aerosolor ozone).
In a recentwork [Fussen,1995],we describedthe

rio(z)

-

inadequacy of well-known heuristic methods to solve
inverseproblemswith a large field of view. Onion peel-

ing or Chahinealgorithms [Chahine,1972]sufferall
of the drawbacksof adjusting the current solution lo-

cally(layerper layer)in an iterativeway. They turned
out to be unstable or inaccurate in the present case
and they do not answerthe questionof solutionunique-

ness(seee.g. [Rodgers,
1976].Sometimes
they needto
be stopped after an unpredictable number of iterations
to preventspuriousprofileoscillationsfrom developing.

In a recentpaper, Lumpeel al. [1991]presentedan
elegant method to solve the problem analytically restricted, however,to a nonrefractive atmosphere.
5.

The

NOPE

(21)

By doingso, we constrainthe orthogonalpolynomial

familyto be verysensitive
to (or to be "focused"
on)
altitude regionswherestructuresare expectedto occur.
In Figure 3 a typical total extinction altitude profile
at 600 nm is shownwhereinthe signatureof the ozone
layeris reducedto a bumpon a logarithmicscale.While
severalauthors[Twomey,1975]warnagainstarbitrary
use of prior knowledge,we want to underlinehere that
NOPE systematicallyusesthe a priori informationbut
in a rigorousmathematicalcontext. The specialchoice
of w(z) is nothingmorethan a convergence
accelerator
for the expansionor a "windowof interest"weighting
procedure.

The final solutionto the spatial inversionis finally
obtainedby applyinga standardLevenberg-Marquardt

Method

The philosophybehind the natural orthogonal poly-

nomialexpansion
(NOPE) method,whichwasdescribed
by Fussen[1995],is baseduponthree major ideas.
First, local methodshave been abandonedin favor of
a globalonethat wouldadjustthe wholeextinctionprofile after eachiteration(and that wouldavoidintricate

upwardor downwarderrorpropagationanalysis).
The secondidea wasto recognizethat a gooddescription of an altitude profilefor, say,50 atmosphericlayers
doesnot systematicallyrequirethe determinationof 50
parameters.An appropriatemathematicaldescription
usinga smallerparameterset can meet the objectives
for requiredaccuracy.This was obviouslyan application for a basisof orthogonalpolynomialsso that we
expressthe extinction profile as the series
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Figure 3. Typicaltotal extinctionprofile(kin-z) ver-

susaltitude(kin) at 600 nm. This profileis the sumof
The Pi(z) are orthonormalpolynomials
of the order three contributions(molecularnumberdensity,ozone,
i, the ai are linear coefficientscharacterizingthe so- and aerosol)actingwith differentmagnitudesin overlution, and ]•0(z) is any well-defined
a priori solution, lappingregions.The retrievedtotal profileafter spatial
constructedfor example, from a standard atmosphere inversionh• to preservethesefine details to allow sucmodel and the knowledgeof extinction crosssections cessfulspectra] inversion.
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minimizationprocedure[Presset al., 1992]to themerit
function

-

k=l

where s• is the measuredsignal for the km measurements during the occultation.
The following important points should be kept in
mind:

1. If fi(z) wasequalto rio(z), the solutionvector
wouldbe •' - •1, 0,...0) .It is thusexpected
that the
actualsolutionhas a decreasingseriesof c•i if the actual
atmospherecan be consideredas a perturbedstandard

atmosphere.
If it wasverydifferentfrom/•0(z),it would
be systematicallydetectedby inspectingthe expansion
convergence
rate. In sucha case,the remedywould be

simplyto correctrio(z)in the appropriate
wayby using
extra informationor by increasingI.
2. Orthogonality assuresthat the information content carriedby c•i is independent(and usuallysmaller

in magnitude)than the one carriedby c•i-z. As the
number of basisfunctionsis increased,the last terms of
the expansionare just small correctionsrelative to the
first terms which containthe largeststructures.
3. The uniquenessproblem is now addressedin the
followingway ß we still don't know whether there ex-

Figure 5. ORA spatialinversion
flowchart.Notethat
the whole sequenceis completelyperformedfor each
event.

ists a better solution(local or global)for a giveninversion problem but the solution obtained by NOPE
should normally be the closestone to the reasonable 6.

meanstate of the atmosphere
definedby rio(z).

The

Inversion

Procedure

ForalltheORAchannels
wecancompute
fi?](z)
and generatethe adequatepolynomialset using,for in100

hi

h2

hc

h3

stance,a Stieltjesprocedure[Presset al., 1992].A last

h4

difficultysubsists,however,with the aerosols,for which
the informationconcerningthe wavelengthdependence
of the extinction profile is scarcein the post-Pinatubo

i i i i i i i i

.••o-•
I

z

t/. /

i

i

0
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\

i•

15 •

period(a muchflatter curveis the only dominantaspect). Furthermore,the altitudeprofilesmay exhibit
i

i

i

i
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35

high variabilitiesover short time or geographicalranges
40

'•[km]

10-2•,..
' ' ,• ....

still large Pinatubo aerosoleffect. This causedstrong

attenuation
(alsocalledsignalsaturation),reducing
the

' 10-3

0

[BrogniezandLenoble,1991].
For the ORA experimentsomechannels(in particular at A - 943 and 1013nm) weredominatedby the
relative importanceof the aerosollayer signatureon the
signal. Moreover,the sharpstructureof the Jungelayer

5

10

15

20

25

30

3•5

Z [km]

(about5 km full width at half maximum)couldbe contaminatedfor a largefield of view instrumentby a "cut-

off" attenuationdue to tropospheric
or stratospheric
clouds[Kentet al., 1993].Thereforea simplemeanexsyntheticsignal (top) exhibits a minimum(note the ponential(monotonic)aerosolprofileusedto construct
logarithmicscale)whichcan be clearlyrelatedto the
centroidof the modelprofile(bottom)usedto generate /•0(z) turnedout to be inadequateand produceda lothe signalbump
this signal. The objectiveof the mappingwill be to es- calsolutionnot capableof reproducing
Figure 4. Illustration of the mapping strategy. The

tablish a rough correspondence
betweenselectednodes characteristicof the aerosollayer. To amelioratethe re-

on the signal(aroundhe) and the profileparameters.

suit at low altitudes,we adoptedthe followingstrategy.
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By simplylookingat the ORA signal,we can eas- rametershas been varied over a large range, and about

ily detectan aerosol
layersignature
asa bump(or a 2700syntheticoccultationshavebeenproducedas "forhole)in thetail of thetransmitted
intensity.
Thisin- ward" computations.The strategy consistedof an apformationshouldbe passedto the inversionalgorithm proximatemappingbetweenthe signaland the paramto emphasize
thatregion.First,wehavedefined
a more eter set (seeFigure4). The syntheticsignalcanbe numericallyanalyzed,andan extremum(in the curveor in
elaborategenericaerosolprofileas
its derivatives)is detectedat h - he. Foursymmetrical
(23) adjacentnodesare definedat h•,h•,h3,h4, togetherwith
•(z)- coexp--•2 •- (zC2q_C3

the logarithmof the transmission,L•,L•,La,L4, respec-

whereV - [zecoc• c•ca]is a vectorof freeparame- tively . Let us definethe vector U - [LeL• L2 La L4].
ters.With thisanalyticform,/•g(z)may(or not asthe There existsan unknownand intricaterelation(otherfreeparameters
arevaried)represent
a maximum
at the wise the inversionproblem would be trivial to solve)
centroidz - z, whileit is alwaysasymptotic(for high between every component of V and the five compo-

of V•. Forthesakeofgenerality
weexpressed
altitude)
to a pureexponential
behavior.
Thesetofpa- nents
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Figure 6. Resultof a typicalinversion(October10, 1992,27øNlatitude, 13øElongitude)for the

sevenwavelengths
usedby ORA. (top): Retrieved
totalextinction
profiles
(1 m-•= 1000km-•)
versusaltitude (km). (bottom): Measuredsignal(solid line) and computedsignal(crosses)
derivedusingthe correspondingprofilesabove. Note the evolutionof the aerosollayer signature
as the wavelengthincreases.
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this relation as a full cubicform of five variables(46 tion of directlyexploitablechannels(like A - 1013nm,
coefficients)
as
almostexclusively
sensitiveto the aerosol)andtheirvalidation with respectto other experiments.A complete
V[i]- eli](V) {i- 1,...5}
(24) error analysiswill also be performed.
The spatial inversionalgorithm of ORA appears to
be able to retrieve extinction profileswith a much better altitude resolution than one would have expected
using(24), it is then possibleto predictthe usedpa- by consideringthe large field of view of the instrument.
rameterswith moderateaccuracy(standarddeviation
The method is numerically quite expensivebut neveris 0.43 km on zc and 0.32 km on ca ). This mapping thelessofferssome warranty for the obtained solution,
can be usedto computea genericaerosolprofile, which which some heuristic schemes do not. The condition
The matrix t9 has been determined by a linear least squaresfit over the whole syntheticsignaldata set. By

in turn, is addedto the other extinctionprofiles(due sine qua non for such an instrument being competitive
to otherconstituents)
to producethe w(z) functionin with more sophisticatedexperimentsis, of course,the
each channel.
recordingof a quasinoiseless
signal.
The final flowchart for the spatial inversionscheme
has beensummarizedin Figure 5, and its completionre-

quired
about109flops
foreachoccultation
event(within
sevenusablechannels).
7.

Results

and

Conclusions

In Figure 6 we report the final solution obtained for
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